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"The use of solar energy has not been opened up because 
the oil industry does not own the sun."
~Ralph Nader
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Announcements
Quiz 3 today
Quiz 4 will be sometime between now and end of 
the quarter
Reading for lab tomorrow: (not in reader!)

Pgs 3-7, 9-10, 15 from solar lab workbook
Remember to bring this lab workbook into lab tomorrow!

Be prepared to be in the sun possibly for a couple of 
hours tomorrow during the lab—wear appropriate 
clothes, we’ll bring sun block
Correction to Syllabus: Final Debate is Thursday 
June 12 not Thursday June 11 as was incorrectly 
written there previously (correct it in two places)



3Of course, we are not going to use all this solar energy and numbers are subject to 
scrutiny and debate; but point of sheer size of available solar energy stands
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An unrealistic, but still 
useful scenario
150 sq km of 
Nevada 
covered with 
15 % efficient 
solar cells could 
provide the 
whole country 
with electricity
Not going to 
happen, but 
good way to 
put things into 
perspective

J.A. Turner, Science 285 1999, p. 687.

Source: M. McGehee, Stanford University
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All Things from Solar
Interesting note to remember, nearly all of our 
energy sources today originated from solar energy:

Coal, oil, natural gas: Solar energy used by plants which 
became coal after billions of years and lots and lots of 
pressure
Wind: Uneven heating of the air by the sun causes some 
air to heat and rise.  Cool air then comes in and replaces 
the warmer air.
Ocean: Dependent partly on winds, which in turn is 
dependent on the sun
Bio-mass/bio-fuels: Plants need the sun to grow

Notable exceptions:
Nuclear energy: Uranium or other heavy metal (fission)
Geothermal: Energy from the core of the Earth
Hydro-electric: Using movement of water and gravity
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The Natural ‘Solar Cell’
Mother Nature’s utilization of the 
sun’s energy
Efficiency ~0.3% - 1% 
Not enough water and land to 
provide world’s energy this way  
But lots of other advantages:

Self-reproduces and grows!
As a result--very, very cheap

We can study the mechanism in 
plants, (and in nature in general) 
try to emulate them and improve 
them when possible
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Snapshots of Solar Energy 
Through History

Early humans
Sun for warmth, (tans?)

~ 5th Century BC- Ancient Greece
Local supplies of coal and wood dwindled, rationed
As a result, building of homes to maximize solar energy (homes 
oriented towards Southern horizon) and city planning 

~ 1st Century BC- Romans
Transparent glass used as a heat trap—’solar furnace’; 
greenhouses for plant cultivation, Roman baths design

~Late 1800s- Augustine Mouchet
First attempts at ‘solar engines’ using reflectors, mirrors 
transparent glass 
Practicality, economics ultimately doomed these attempts
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Snapshots of Solar Energy 
Through History

~1800’s- Becquerel and Fritts
Discovery that sunlight can produce electricity (Becquerel in 1839) 
and invention of first solar cells from Selenium (Fritts in 1884)

~1911- Frank Shuman
Large surface area glass covered black pipes filled with low boiling 
point liquid put at the focus of trough-like reflectors
Trials in Egypt
Death of Shuman, discovery of cheap oil ultimately doomed projects

1954- Bell Labs discovery of Si solar cell
6% efficient initially!
Not cost effective, but space applications breath life into industry and 
keep it going
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Snapshots of Solar Energy 
Through History

1970’s- Upsurge of interest in solar energy
OPEC oil embargo causes sharp increase in solar energy interest 
After reduction in oil prices, sharp fall in public interest and political 
will
Removal of solar panels from White House roof by Reagan 
administration:

"In June or July of 1981…they descended on the Solar Energy Research 
Institute, fired about half of our staff and all of our contractors…and reduced 
our $130 million budget by $100 million”

Denis Hayes, Director of Solar Energy Research Institute at the time

The question is: Are we again doomed to repeat these 
boom/bust cycles, this latest surge eventually subsiding or 
will it be sustainable through time?
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Solar Today
Two broad categories:

1. Passive Solar: 
Using sunlight without any electrical or mechanical systems
Appropriate building design, heat storage, passive cooling etc

2. Active Solar for electricity generation
Photovoltaics (PV): Converts sunlight directly into electricity
Concentrating Solar Power (CSP): Using mechanical/optics 
means to focus sunlight

Parabolic trough
Dish Stirling
Power tower
Concentrating PV

Today, we’ll focus on PV, because of their practicality and 
versatility for many different products, will talk more about 
concentrating solar power next week
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Well, we can convert sun radiation to electricity, which 
seems to be pretty useful in our lives!
But, first of all, let’s give it a better name:

Instead of solar light-to-electricity, lets get fancy…let’s think Greek:
Greek word with general meaning of light: photo-
And to replace electricity, let’s see, when I think of electricity, I think 
of volts (voltage) and amps (current)….
Let’s use volts and instead of solar light-to-electricity converter, we’ll 
use photovoltaic or PV for short

Some Application

DC Electric 
Current out of 
black box

solar radiation

Photovoltaic Black Box

Now, let’s ‘open up’ our 
black box and see what 
the inside of this box 
looks like!
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Solar Today*: The PV 
Contenders

It’s all about the material(s) used!
1. Silicon Solar Cells
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Solar Today*: The PV 
Contenders

It’s all about the material(s) used!
1. Silicon (Si) Solar Cells—90% of the market

Single Crystalline Si
Multi-crystalline Si

2. Thin-film solar
Amorphous Silicon
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe)
Copper-Indium-Gallium-diSelenide (CIGS) (Nanosolar)
Organic solar cells (Konarka)

3. Other more exotic materials, more advanced 
designs

Limited to space applications because of high expense 
~$50,000 / sq m
Record is 42.8% efficiency in the laboratory
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A Brief Look at Advanced 
Methods

Solar radiation energy: 
visible light (44.6%), infrared (46.3%) light, 
and some UV (9.1%) light

Material 1

Material 2

Material 3

Material 4

Absorbs best 
at 650 nm

Absorbs best 
at 870 nm

Best at 1181 nm

Absorbs best 
at 1850 nmGoal is 50% efficiency in the next few years!
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Solar Today*: The PV 
Contenders

It’s all about the material(s) used!
1. Silicon (Si) Solar Cells—90% of the market

Single Crystalline Si
Multi-crystalline Si 

2. Thin-film solar
Amorphous Silicon 
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe)
Copper-Indium-Gallium-diSelenide (CIGS) (Nanosolar)
Organic solar cells ie solar plastics (Konarka)

3. Other more exotic materials, more advanced 
designs

Limited to space applications because of high expense 
~$50,000 / sq m
Record is 42.8% efficiency in the laboratory
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What are the Ideal Attributes of 
our photovoltaic Black Box?

For personal and general use—ideally, what would be 
the characteristics of our photovoltaic (PV) black box?

Cheap, easy to manufacture
100% efficiency at converting all the sun’s energy
Durable
Energy density
Light and thin
Non-toxic/non-polluting
Environmentally friendly production
Can be deployed in space
Can provide other benefits than just producing electricity (e.g.
protecting polar ice caps)
Lasts forever
Can store energy
Steady electrical output, not dependent on clouds etc
Can convert indoor lights as well the sun into electricity
Sustainable materials used to make it are plentiful
Versatile, can use it for many different applications
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Silicon Solar Cells
Efficiency

Single crystalline: 15%-22%
Multi-crystalline: 12%-16% 

Cheap?
Cheap is a relative term, we need something to compare to
For electricity production, can compare to electricity rates
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Silicon Solar Cells
Single-crystalline and multi-
crystalline need highly 
purified Silicon
Cost of purifying Silicon is 
very expensive
Supply of purified Si keeping 
costs high right now until 
more Si plants come online 
in next couple of years
Cost of multi-crystalline solar 
cells: At 12 % efficiency 
$420/m2
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Silicon Solar Cells
Sustainability/supply of materials/manufacturability?

Si, 2nd most abundant element—28% of the earth’s crust
We get Si from SiO2 (basically sand) and purify it in very 
large, expensive facilities called foundries
Supply of purified Si keeping costs high right now until more 
Si foundries come online in next couple of years (these are 
very expensive, large scale structures)

Light? Thin? Durable?
Si is brittle like glass, will break if it falls
Si is fairly light and thin, but because it’s brittle, needs to be 
enclosed in Al framing and casing to provide support end 
result is fairly bulky and heavy
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Summary
We’ll finish looking at the various solar cell materials 
next time
Humans through history have been looking to use 
the energy of the sun in their daily lives
Cost and practicality have often been the problems 
in the success of these systems
Si solar cells are the dominant material now 
Costs will need to fall for Si solar cells to be 
competitive with other forms of electricity without 
subsidies or factoring the cost of carbon
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